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Hi Philip, this is email is to just follow up and summarize the conversation we had on the afternoon
of January 20 regarding my general engineering review of the development plans and specifically
relating to LMC 16-17-40, items 4, 7, & 8:
Generally, there doesn’t appear to be any fatal flaws. Additional detail will be required to fully
evaluate everything as the design progresses (specifically related to the detailed site grading
and ADA, storm drainage component sizing, traffic circulation).
The primary item to note will be coordination along the Broadway Street frontage and at the
corner of 4th Ave and Broadway, with the US 36/Broadway project for grading, sidewalk and
frontage road improvements, and traffic circulation & vehicle access to 4th Avenue and
Broadway.
As discussed, most of the other comments are related to design details that will be worked
out as the project moves forward.
Summarizing the engineering comments specific to the 3 items from the LMC:
LMC 16-17-40 item 4 (grading and storm drainage) – no concerns with the preliminary plans,
but additional detail and analysis is required to confirm sizing and a hydraulics/drainage
report meeting CDOT’s requirements to connect to the existing storm drainage infrastructure
in their R/W will be needed. Refinement of the grading and coordination with the US
36/Broadway project along the Broadway St. frontage for grading and circulation.
LMC 16-17-40 item 7 (adequate service of public utilities) – no major concerns, but additional
analysis to confirm adequate downstream capacities for storm drainage and sanitary sewer
will be needed, but it doesn’t appear that there will be any issues
LMC 16-17-40 item 8 (traffic circulation) – a more detailed analysis and discussion is needed
to ensure coordination with the US 36/Broadway project, as well as vehicular and pedestrian
safety at the driveway accesses on the south side of the property to 4th Ave and Broadway, as
they relate to any proposed sidewalk or frontage road improvements along both 4th Ave and
Broadway.
Please let me know if you have any questions or need anything else.
Thank you,
Chris
—

Chris Jain

PE, CFM
Civil Engineer | Licensed in CO, OR, MT, WI
1157 W Century Drive, #220, Louisville, CO 80027
P | D 303.402.6984

Murraysmith | www.murraysmith.us

From: Chris Jain
Sent: Thursday, January 20, 2022 12:13 PM
To: Philip Strom <PStrom@townoflyons.com>
Cc: Aaron Caplan <ACaplan@townoflyons.com>; Marissa Davis <mdavis@townoflyons.com>
Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] Lyons Hotel Referral Request - Town Engineer
Hi Philip, below are some additional comments and questions regarding the development plan. I
posted my original comments previously sent to Aaron, further below. I think a lot of the questions
and comments can be answered as additional detail is provided – and you probably have some of
the answers to my questions about development requirements related to the code (primarily
frontage improvements along Broadway)
For parking – it appears they are proposing to use the Town of Lyons parking lot on Railroad
Avenue near the fire station for off-site/valet parking – is that acceptable?
Has CDOT provided any comments yet? I’m curious what access permits exist – and with a
change of use I would think CDOT will require access to be reviewed and permits likely
obtained.
It doesn’t appear they are planning on any frontage improvements along Broadway, but
wouldn’t this be a requirement of redevelopment? It seems like pedestrian and vehicular
improvements will be necessary.
Along Broadway, it appears the frontage road is boing going to remain as is, but I would think
they need to do something to meet development code, and then also tie their improvements
into the existing facilities. The grading plan indicates a decent amount of cut 1-1.5’, but no
restoration or improvement to the frontage road. Also no pedestrian facilities or curb ramps
at the NE corner of 4th/Broadway, or along Broadway. The sidewalk just ends at the frontage
road along 4th Ave, but I think they should include the NE corner of the intersection and
extend east to the property line – though I’m not 100% sure on what Lyons code requires. The
existing condition of the frontage road and lack of pedestrian facilities doesn’t seem adequate
for the proposed use.
It appears they are proposing the frontage road to two-way traffic – I’m not sure there will be
room for that with sidewalk improvements.
They indicate the access off of Main St is one way, but the Traffic Impact Study analyzes it as a
two-way access.
It appears the intent is to access Broadway from the east edge of the property, but no
improvements are shown for an access/driveway (its currently vertical curb all along there I
believe).
Proposed access, improvements along 4th Avenue and Broadway will need to be coordinated
with the US 36/Broadway improvements.
The drainage report should address the need (or not) with supporting calculations and
documentation of whether underdrains are required for the pervious pavers.
The one-way access and drive aisle shown on the east side of the property has curb openings
of 13’ – will fire require access along here, if so they’ll likely require something wider (20’
clear is typical) – but I’m not 100% if they need access on this side if they have access to the

other 3 sides of the building in this case. (also vertical clearance requirements will need to be
met if they need access along this side of the building).
The onsite/offsite circulation is a bit unclear, as there are some conflicts between the
development plan and the traffic impact study. A traffic circulation plan should be provided.
Will the frontage road be restricted to right out, right/left in? one-way – enter only?
Having this access so close to the intersection and near pedestrian curb ramps could
create potential hazards or conflicts with vehicles entering/exiting and pedestrians on
the sidewalk. Maybe this should be closed and restrict cars leaving the property to exit
on Broadway only?
Provided previously:
Additional detail required in the Drainage Report, including delineating the impervious and
pervious areas in plan view for pre- and post-conditions.
Analysis of the downstream infrastructure the development plans to connect drainage
infrastructure to.
Analysis of the pipe sizing of on-site infrastructure
Report elements meeting CDOT’s Drainage Report requirements – the connections to
the existing infrastructure are in CDOT R/W so the report will need approval from the
Town and CDOT.
Cleanouts will not be allowed for storm drainage infrastructure in the public right of
way.
Provide details on roof downspouts
Provide references to CDPHE standards for the values used in the Utility Report for all spaces
uses
Provide documentation for/references to, and ensure conformance with all of CDPHE
guidelines for calculating water usage and wastewater requirements for public
accommodations and retail food establishments for determining water demands and
wastewater needs
Ensure sidewalks in the public right of way meets applicable ADA requirements and ADA
compliant routes are provided from ADA parking stalls
The location of the trash enclosure should be reviewed, will the trash truck need to be
backing into Broadway when leaving? Coordination with Broadway project improvements
and developer required frontage improvements along Broadway will need to be coordinated
and reviewed for adequate width for access, where parking might be added on the north side
of Broadway, sidewalk, etc.
Summarizing, as it relates to items 4, 7, and 8 below:
Overall the drainage and grading will be consistent with the Town’s standards, but additional
detail will be required in terms of pipe sizing, downstream capacity of the existing system, etc.
that should be able to be adequately addressed with more design detail.
It appears that the utility requirements can all be addressed with further design detail and the
property can adequately be served with all utilities. Additional detail is likely required for
determining adequate fire flows, downstream sanitary sewer capacity, and storm system
capacity.
A circulation plan detailing the proposed vehicle and pedestrian movements, and clarity about

any required or proposed improvements along Broadway should be able to address the traffic
concerns. Discrepancies between the traffic report and plans should be clarified.
Thanks,
Chris
From: Philip Strom <PStrom@townoflyons.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 13, 2022 5:21 PM
To: Chris Jain <Chris.Jain@murraysmith.us>
Cc: Aaron Caplan <ACaplan@townoflyons.com>; Marissa Davis <mdavis@townoflyons.com>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Lyons Hotel Referral Request - Town Engineer
Hi Chris, following up on our conversation, there are a few items I would like to refer to the Town
Engineer to assist in ensuring the review criteria in LMC 16-17-40 is met, specifically:
(4)The proposed site grading is consistent with the requirements of the Town's adopted
storm drainage criteria or master drainage plan, and grading disturbance of significant
existing natural vegetation and natural landforms has been minimized to the maximum
extent feasible.
(7)The site can be adequately served with public utilities, services and facilities (i.e., water,
sewer, electric, schools, street system, fire protection, public transit, storm drainage, refuse
collection, parks system, etc.).
(8)The site will provide efficient on-site and off-site traffic circulation which will not have a
significant adverse impact on the adjacent uses or result in hazardous conditions for
pedestrians or vehicles in or adjacent to the site.
Could you provide responses to the following by 1/20 so that I can include your input in my staff
report prior to the PCDC Public Hearing 1/24? As we discussed a conditional approval can also be
made conditioned on items that would also be required through the Building Permitting process. Let
me know if you have any questions or concerns. Thanks.

Everything in my incoming and outgoing emails may be subject to the Colorado Open Records Act, § 24-72-100.1, et seq.

Ecology Advisory Board Comments and Recommendations on Proposed Hotel Development
January 18, 2022
The Ecology Advisory Board (EAB) has reviewed the hotel development proposal and offers the
following comments and suggestions:
We see Lyons’ future as rooted in an ecosystem-based economy that recognizes and
leverages our unique river setting, our beautiful parks and trails, and our abundant surrounding
open spaces. Demand for lodging —which impacts the long-term success of the hotel — is
driven by people who want to come to Lyons to enjoy its natural beauty and world-class
recreational opportunities. We see an opportunity for a strategic partnership between the
hotel and Town and we strongly encourage that the hotel be designed and operated in a way
that minimizes environmental impacts, educates visitors on local ecology, provides
opportunities for visitors to sustainably engage with Lyons’ natural and recreational resources,
and financially supports Lyons’ eco-tourism development goals. We offer specific design
concerns and suggestions below and we particularly encourage a percentage of the lodging tax
collected by the hotel to be used to fund Lyons’ eco-tourism goals.
Guiding our recommendations is the EAB’s directive as stated in the town’s municipal
code to: “Retain the focus that a healthy, vibrant ecosystem is a fundamental foundation to
maintaining a vibrant economy through ecotourism.” We note that Lyons has formally declared
a “climate emergency” and we strongly encourage the hotel development proposal to
acknowledge this by providing more specific and detailed sustainability goals and requiring
their implementation. A hotel of this scale will measurably increase the Town’s resource
consumption and greenhouse gas emissions and the EAB encourages the proposal to include
small- and large-scale changes and additions that seek to minimize environmental impacts as
well as to showcase the hotel as a leader in community-based, sustainable development. We
organize our concerns and suggestions into three categories: ecological, environmental, and
eco-tourism.
Environmental: Our concerns regarding the current hotel development plans include the lack
of efforts to reduce electricity and water use, the negative impacts on sewage treatment
capacity and cost, the use of impervious surfaces which cause deleterious runoff into the rivers,
challenges to stormwater capacity, traffic and congestion increases, and the negative impact on
the viewshed.
We recommend the following:
● LEED certification and at a high level of certification.
o According to the United States Green Building Council, LEED-certified buildings:
▪ Lower operating costs and increase asset value
▪ Reduce waste sent to landfills
▪ Conserve energy and water

▪
▪
▪

●
●
●
●
●

Are healthier and safer for occupants
Reduce harmful greenhouse gas emissions
Demonstrate an owner’s commitment to environmental stewardship and
social responsibility

Increasing the use of impervious surfaces to control runoff.
Including solar panel arrays so the hotel can generate a portion of its own electricity.
Including electric vehicle charging stations.
Instituting a visible and ambitious composting and recycling program.
Viewshed protection for residents and visitors through redesign and a lower building
height.

Ecological: We see substantial opportunity to reduce ecological harm through thoughtful
development. We recommend the following:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Using only native plants, especially those that support pollinators.
Partnering with the Rocky Mountain Botanical Garden to make the landscaping an
educational opportunity.
Using strategic landscaping to provide shade to the building and surroundings to reduce
energy use. This also helps to minimize noise pollution.
Using heated sidewalks and patios to avoid the use of salt in winter. Road and sidewalk
salt negatively impact vegetation, river water quality, and biodiversity.
Limiting outdoor lighting to maintain dark night skies to protect migratory birds and
other wildlife.
Using glass mitigation to reduce bird glass collisions, such as ultraviolet (UV) reflect glass
or screening.
Minimizing herbicide use in line with the Town’s weed management practices.

Eco-tourism: We believe that Lyons’ environment and ecosystem are the main drivers for
lodging demand, and that the hotel should therefore have a role in supporting and protecting
our natural and recreational resources. We strongly recommend that a percentage of the
lodging tax go towards funding the Town’s eco-tourism development program. This money
could be used to support Parks and Recreation Department projects, trailhead shuttle services,
trail and tree maintenance, and to fund a Natural Resource Director position.
Additional comments from EAB members include requesting financial support for an upgrade of
Lyons’ wastewater treatment facility due to the increased load, requirement for a higher
percentage of off-street parking, and a detailed evacuation plan in case of wildland or urban
fire threats.
This strategy will benefit the hotel, Lyons, and our greater ecosystem. Thank you for the
opportunity to comment.
Ecology Advisory Board Members: Steve Simms (Chair), David Batts, Kurt Carlson, Carse
Pustmueller, Bob Brakenridge, Kate Zalzal, and Laura Mayo
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Bilobran - CDOT, Timothy
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Re: Lyons Hotel Referral
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Philip and Marissa,
I've read through the traffic study just now. I started to read comments on it but since this is a
one-way State Highway, typically any required auxiliary lanes are waved under this provision
in the access code:

There isn't any traffic traveling in the opposite direction. Based on that, we do not have any
comments on the traffic study for the town. A new access permit will be required to relocate
the access to the new location and change the width. Please have the applicant's engineering
staff get in touch with us to begin that process. Finally, keep in mind that any utility work in
the Main Street right of way will require a separate utility permit.
Moving on to a different topic, the applicant has design and Landscaping features in our
Highway right-of-way it appears:

I am attaching our Landscaping guidelines to this email. The biggest guideline in the
document is that the Landscaping permits are written to the municipality and not an individual
business owner. As far as CDOT is concerned, it will be Lyon's responsibility to maintain this
area. Any side agreements between your community and the business owner are apart from
CDOT. Is the town willing to pursue the Landscaping permit on behalf of the business
owner? If so I will send out the Landscaping plan to the appropriate reviewer. Please keep in
mind that, in the event CDOT needs the Landscaping or aesthetic features removed, it will be
the Permittee's (Town's) responsibility to remove the features, again subject to any side
agreements CDOT is not a party to.
Thanks,
Tim
970-302-4022
On Fri, Jan 14, 2022 at 8:01 AM Bilobran - CDOT, Timothy <timothy.bilobran@state.co.us>
wrote:
Thank you both for reaching out. Our unit here gets so many referrals for the 13 counties I

appreciate the heads-up when one is of special importance to the highway system. I've
downloaded the pertinent documents from the SharePoint site. Looking at the schedule in
the workload, either Ally or I should hopefully be able to return comments either next
Tuesday or Wednesday.
As far as the drainage report I have forwarded those documents onto our hydraulic
Engineers. Right now it is taking about six weeks for our hydraulic Engineers to complete a
review of a developer submission. I will be in touch with you all once that review is
finished.
Tim
On Thu, Jan 13, 2022 at 5:26 PM Philip Strom <PStrom@townoflyons.com> wrote:
Hi Tim, I wanted to touch base with your regarding a referral request sent in December
from the Town on the Lyons Hotel, we are preparing for public hearings beginning
January 24th and I want to ensure that CDOT has reviewed and can provide comments.
Let me know if you have received it and reviewed and have any questions, thanks.

Everything in my incoming and outgoing emails may be subject to the Colorado Open Records Act, § 24-72-100.1, et seq.

--

Tim Bilobran

Region 4 Permits Manager

O 970.350.2163  | C 970.302.4022 | F 970.350.2198
timothy.bilobran@state.co.us  | codot.gov |   www.cotrip.org

10601 W. 10th Street, Greeley, CO 80634
--

Tim Bilobran

Region 4 Permits Manager

Siting and Land Rights
Right of Way & Permits
1123 West 3rd Avenue
Denver, Colorado 80223
Telephone: 303.571.3306
Facsimile: 303. 571. 3284
donna.l.george@xcelenergy.com

January 12, 2022

Town of Lyons
PO Box 49
Lyons, CO 80540
Attn: Philip Strom
Re:

Lyons Hotel

Public Service Company of Colorado’s (PSCo) Right of Way & Permits Referral Desk
has reviewed the documentation for Lyons Hotel. Please be aware PSCo owns and
operates existing natural gas distribution facilities within the public right-of-way. The
property owner/developer/contractor must complete the application process for any new
natural
gas
service,
or
modification
to
existing
facilities
via
xcelenergy.com/InstallAndConnect. It is then the responsibility of the developer to
contact the Designer assigned to the project for approval of design details.
If additional easements need to be acquired by separate PSCo document, a Right-ofWay Agent will need to be contacted.
As a safety precaution, PSCo would like to remind the developer to call the Utility
Notification Center by dialing 811 for utility locates prior to construction.
Donna George
Right of Way and Permits
Public Service Company of Colorado dba Xcel Energy
Office: 303-571-3306 – Email: donna.l.george@xcelenergy.com

REFERRAL REQUEST
Project Name:
Today’s Date:
Comments Due By:

Lyons Hotel Development Plan Review
12/22/2021
01/12/2022

The Town of Lyons has received the following item for review:
Applicant: Moss Rock Development, LLC
Zoning District: Commercial Downtown
Location:
343, 347, and 349 Main Street Lyons, Co
Project Description: The applicant is requesting a development plan to a 79 room hotel.
Currently a public hearing is being scheduled and will be noticed when confirmed. The Town
has received a substantially complete application. To view the application
https://townoflyonscomy.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/pstrom_townoflyons_com/Egimz53ZZexDkOSvqsNgBfQB8tHgXqpU
Cr2YJGo636R8EA?e=cy4VC2
The application is submitted to you for review and comments. Please reply by the abovelisted date so that we may give full consideration to your recommendation. Any response not
received before or on this date will be deemed to be a neutral response.
If you have any questions regarding this application please call the Planner Philip Strom at
303-823-6622 x25 or email him at pstrom@townoflyons.com. Please note that only a portion
of the submitted documents have been enclosed. If you desire to review the entire file please
call the Deputy Town Clerk Marissa Davis at 303-823-6622 x 21.
Please check the appropriate response below or send a letter.
We have reviewed the proposal and have no conflicts.
See attached letter for comments regarding this proposal.

X

Please note the following concern:

See following page.

Signature: Jim Kerr
Date: 01/10/2022
Printed Name/Agency: Utilities and Engineering Board
Please mail you comments to: Town of Lyons, PO Box 49, Lyons, CO 80540, ATTN.
Marissa Davis or fax them to: 303.823.8257 or email them to: mdavis@townoflyons.com.

The Lyons Utilities and Engineering Board at its regular meeting on
January 5, 2022 unanimously passed the following motion:

The UEB requests that the following issues be addressed at time of
Lyons Hotel Development building permit application for the project:
Adequate water pressure for fire suppression system.
Wastewater downstream lines and WWTP adequacy.
Increased wastewater flows from town restaurants to feed hotel residents.
Rather than 85% occupancy should use 100% occupancy and a standard Colorado peaking factor.
Document that electrical transformer(s) proposed are adequate and if single phase or three phase
required.
• Stormwater report needs to be updated with final design plan with calculations.
• Consider different water taps for different businesses since wastewater fee calculations vary by
usage type.
• Confirmation that the project does not include food service or laundry facilities.

•
•
•
•
•

